Please indicate your agreement with the following conditions of use for the dataset by checking the box, signing below and returning with your order form.

- **Data are restricted to one-time use for the research project identified in the application.**
  The dataset requested may not be used for multiple research projects, including projects of previously approved users. The use of the data for any project not approved in the current application is prohibited. This restriction does not limit the number of venues in which the findings may be presented.

- **Data will not be redistributed without authorization from NASW.**
  All data extracted from the NASW National Study dataset are intended for the approved user only. Redistribution to third parties is prohibited. Each member of a research team using the data must apply for access individually.

- **Commercial use and redistribution of the data are strictly prohibited.**
  Users are prohibited from using the data in the pursuit of any commercial or income-generating venture, either privately, or otherwise.

- **Use of the data must follow strict rules of confidentiality.**
  Users will maintain the confidentiality of the data. Any attempt to ascertain the identity of persons from the data is prohibited. Alleging that a person has been identified in these data is also prohibited. Statistical results that might reveal the identity of persons may not be reported or published in any form.

- **Scholarly publications are permitted, and must be cited appropriately.**
  The publishing of research results based on the NASW National Study are permitted in communications such as scholarly papers, journals and presentations. The authors of these communications are required to cite NASW as the source of the data and to indicate that the results and views expressed are those of the author. Users are requested to provide NASW staff with a full citation for any publications resulting from their work with these data. The preferred citation is:


- **User agrees to notify NASW regarding any inaccuracies in the data.**

  ________________________________  __________________
  Signature Date